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remark "What Sir Ernest does is good enough for me
to do I promise you the money " Alfred Mond was
at that time First Commissioner of Works, and, with
a cheque for £2,500 in my purse, I said to myself
that "his office ought properly to be called the office of
good works1"
I had the capital Next to find the play1 Now that
I was in a position to put it on the stage would Shaw
relent, and let me produce "Heartbreak House"? I
wrote and told him of my good fortune and asked him
to let me do his play—Ellie was not mentioned m the
letter but she was peeping over my shoulder whilst
I wrote it I asked for bread and he offered me an
unborn pot-boiler But there was a world of sense in
his letter, and though I did not like it I knew what he
said was true This is what he said
"5th November, 1918
"It is evident that there is nothing in it but a
syndicate which will finance the production of a new
play by me, and finance it sufficiently But there
has never been any difficulty about getting that far
It leaves us just where we were before The war
is not over, the lighting order is still in force, the
audiences still consist of Tommies on leave and not
of our highbrow congregations, and nothing is
improved except that it looks as if the air raids were
over at last for good The failure of the play as a
commercial speculation by a syndicate is as nearly a
certainty as anything theatrical can be
"Now a failure would not matter very much to
you or to the syndicate To the syndicate it would be
the fortune of war You would get your bread-and-
butter out of it for a few weeks anyhow I should
lose a month's exhausting work at rehearsals, and
have a big play killed It would never revive in
London m my lifetime (look at 'Misalliance5 j) and its
failure would make it very difficult for me to do
much with it abroad You are young, and can jump

